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an anticlimax. Amid these great fields ·of snow arid ice that buttress 
Mount Cook such failures are all too common. The range is perilously 
near to the humid influence of the Tasman Sea. 
An~ so I must bring you home, twelve thousand ~iles in but three 

minutes. As mountaineers we shall not halt in the lotus islands of 
the Pacific. Pago-Pago, where t!?.e ranges rise from the steall)ing 
forests and hide their dripping heads in the clouds, where , Somerset 
Maugham wrote Rain, will not detain us. Nor shall we be tempted · 
to scale· the jungle heights of Tahiti where the growth is even denser · 
and more clinging than the Tasmanian bush, where the only use for 
an axe is to hew a passage through the tentacles of the undergrowth. 
If we halt there at all I doubt whether we shall have enough energy to 

· do more than sit on the sea shore beneath the shade of a palm tree, 
bathing _now and again in water that never chills. . . 

' All round the coast the languid air did swoon, breathing like one 
that hath a weary dream.' Not even the rugged outline of Morea shall 
tempt us, before we are due to board the liner again, from our blue 
lagoon. Only once more shall we pause on our homeward journey, 
and then only for a last look at snow and ice as our train. halts at Banff 
shortly after crossing the great divide in the Rockies. It was twenty 
degrees below zero when I took that picture, and a week before I was 
sweltering in Honolulu. 

I trust that this long journey round the world has not wearied you. 
It was my aim to show as varied a mountain scene as I could in these 

" days when all the Remarkables have become the Inaccessibles. ·Until 
they become approachable again we might keep in training by following 
the example which pur President has set us when he evolved so many 
daring tours over the roofs of the Cambridge Colleges. But I doubt 
if London has anything so sensational to offer asLhe Dolomites of New 
York. And so as we reach the final stage of our journey I commend 
this notable range to your notice. The Empire State Building is more 
severe perhaps than the Kleine Zinne, assuming that you play the game 
and do not go inside and take th~ elevator. . 
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Read before the Alp-in~ Club, July 8, 1943 · 

HIS is probably the sole occasion of my life when I shall suffer 
the formidable honour of reading a Paper to the Alpine Club. 
My feelings during the past weeks have been very much those of 

a novice on a rope being led slowly. but inexorably to his first mauvais 
.Pas, certain that he cannot acquit hims.elf with the right kind of dis-
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~inction, but equally certain that he cannot avoid the ordeal. But I 
enjoy at least one advantage over such a novice. I know from ex
perience lhat mountains breed a kindly tolerance in their devotees, 
and if I pull a little on the rope this evening, I shall do so in full reliance 
on that fact. For I have no account to give you of first ascents, new 
routes or even of climbs which have not yet graduated into .easy days 
for ladies. Moreover, I am speaking almost ~ntirely from memory 
of ten years ago, with tlie help of my sister's notes. 

A distinguished inember of this Club has written a book called 
Days o.f Fresh Air. I should like to claim that I approach mountains in 
something of the spirit implied by those word~, but I can make no 
claim to emulate the feats described under the cloak of this modest 
title, including, as they do, an expedition to a Rocky Mountain already 
named after the author. My only excuse for speaking of the Selkirks 
and Rockies is that my sister and I spent a very agreeable little holiday 
there under the charge of Ernest Feuz so~e ten years ago, and if any
thing I may say this evening tempts anyone to the same peaks when 
such things are again possible, I shall feel rewarded. · 

In the first place, for those. of you who do not already know it, the · 
rail journey across Canada . is well worth while. I know how strong 
will be the temptation to fly across that continent after the war, but 
much as I like flying myself, I can't help thinking ~hat it is the wrong 
way to approach a mountain holiday. The charm of approa~hing the 
Alps is surely enhanced enormously by that period during which on 
boat and train we are shaken, if only by discomfort, out of our habitual 
thoughts and impressions and our appetite and expectancy of the feast 
to come whetted. In my view, the same applies more strongly still to 
Canada. You will miss the impression of the Rockies as one of the 
three great sections of that continent if you fly across the greater part 
of it by night. I am sure the proper approach must be by car or train, to 
savour something of tire- size of -rhe settled coast,- the 1ake-studded
rock-founded forest of Ontario, which is really a kind of desert, and 
then the prairie with its great sweeping monotony from which the 
eastern wall of the Rockies themselves final1y1' rises. · . 

But if the right way to approach the Rockies is to get a feeling of 
the vast scale of Cana_da, the right way to see them, at any rate ten 
years ago, was undoubtedly to collect a Swiss guide. In those days 
there were six of them, imported by the C.P. R., living together in one 
village on the line ; but though few in number th~y had brought all 
the potency of their great race with them. They were known, liked 
and admired everywhere, despite their well asserted feeling of un
ashamed but benevolent superiority. 

My sister and I wer~ lucky to obtain the services of Ernest Feuz, 
originally of Lauterbrunnen a strong stocky type, who did not 
disdain to wear a Canadian mackinaw (lumberman's jacket), but had 
~eserved the incomparable courtesy, the mountain craft as well as 
the inseparable pipe of former days. There was indeed one occasion 
on which I ·sat and waited for an hour whilst Ernest bounded down 
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the valley and back to avoid the calamity of arriving on a sum.mit 
without this· essential. As he said : ' It would not be worth going up 
unless I could smoke my pipe on top.' 

Our actual tour was in two parts. First we started from the familiar 
Lake Louise up the Victoria Glacier to the hut at the head of Ab.bot 
Pass, on a route which ha'3 a bad name for avalanches, but did us no 
harm. My sister a~cended Victoria Peak, seen in the centre of all 
views of Lake Louise, and had a very enjoyable promenade along the 
ridge. I was unfit and spent an unhappy day in a bunk. 

From there, we had a fine walk down the Valley of the Ten Peaks to 
Moraine Lake. ):hey are magnificent peaks in this neighbourhood, 
lovely colouring both of rock and of lakes, but suffering from two 
defects in comparison with the Alps there are no green friendly 
pastures, the heavy dark carpet of forest. runs right up to the rock ; 
the ·evening stroll down over grass, the pleasant little streams, the cows 
and cow. bells, the chalets with m~ik, the open views from high pas- . 
tures all these are lacking in the much more austere Rocky scenery. 
-The other defect is, of course, the very friable quality of the rock itself. 
'There are, I believe, a few heroes who relish the . extra excitement to 
be obtained from holding your handholds ~n I am not amongst them, · 
so when Ernest ~uggested that we should move west to the firmer stuff 

. of ~he Selkirks we· were very pleased to go. 
Nor were . we disappointed. We found a most hospitable welcome 

in the hous.e of some friends of Ernest, Mr. Hartley, the Park Warden, 
and his incomparably hospitable Yorkshire wife. Living in a log house 
some hundreds of feet above the station at Glacier, we found ourselves 

·remote, comfortable and welcome. W~ had everything we wanted, 
including, not least, complete absence of any po~sibility of cars, for 
there was n.o road, or of tourists, for there· was nowhere for the~ to 

• 

stay. For those who like such things, there are the impressive and, 
to-me, quite revoft!rig .Nakimu caves to be explored near by. 
· Moreover, several good peaks are directly accessible from the house · 
itself. Lookout, Sir Donald, Uto and Abbott and Mton, Castor and 
Pollux~ Of these, the principal is Sir Donald. I had, unfortunately, 
to leave before we had done this, but my sister climbed it and Erneses 
view was that the ridge from Uto was at least as good as any normal 
-route on the -Matterhorn. Ab bott and Afton are a pleasant, but by no 
means. difficult ascent,- whilst Uto provides a very fine ridge climb . 
from the col between it and Sir Donald. 

But these local" climbs. by no means exhaust the possibilities of the 
neighbourhood, for there is the excellent Hermit's hut at half a day's 
walk an.d a ·good deal higher. So one day we set off there with ample 
provisions for several days, transported, in the earlier stages, on a 
vehic~e built by Ernest and christened the ' Gla~ier express.' A level 
disused track was· available for. towing this weapon some four miles to 
R9gers Pass, but we paid later for our enthusiasm in loading it when it 
came to carrying the contents quite a long way uphill . 
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From here we cliinbed the snowy Swiss Peaks at the second shot, the . 
first shot- having been baulked by bad weather: W.e had started out 
hopefully but later founq ourselves crouching .under a rock whilst the 
storm grew steadily worse until, after the full hour which Emest's per
sistence demanded, even he finally announced ex cathedt~a : ' I ·tell 
you what, she's a damn blissle,' a phrase w4ich forthwith entered our 
family language. . . 

The next :day, hc;>wever, we made our peak, despite the fact that my 
balance on the fresh snow not merely called for comment. from Erl)est 
b~t at one point for active rescue. · · · 

The· best day of all from the hut was on Mount Sir Charles Tupper, 
which Ernest called Sir Tupper, in true North American style. You 
approach this lovely piece of rock over an easy glacier,. and when dry~ 
as it ·was, you put on your sneakers at the base of the· climb and by the 
time you take thein off again you have· tha~ feeling of intense elation 
and satisfaction which come only from a perfect form of activity with 
wonderful surroundings and. companions-hip. _The climb is nowhere 
very . difficult, s_ince the rock itself · h·as those qualities of absolute 
soundness and perfect rectitude of form which somehow seldom seem 
·to prevail in steep places. Moreover the view is magnificent; you are 
in. the heart of this &reat. chain stretc~i.rt~ endlessly north and ~outh, 
wtth any number of unchmbed peaks tn stght. Ernest's calculatton of 
the distance of one which seemed .comparatively near was three weeks. 

But as we watched .a magnificent s11:nset from ou~ hut that evening, 
after that all contenting day, there was no feeling of regret that those 
peaks are not yet a fully developed playground.· I rri11st confess to . 
heresy in that I have no. ambition that man ·should set foot on all the 
summits of the world. I had the inestimable good fortMne of being 
introduced to mountains by Graham Irving and.Hal Tyndale. In that 

· party one learns not only that any joke, however atrocious, is permitted 
.ab.ove. IQ.,_OQO fe.e1,_ one.Jea.rns also... t lli!t t_h~~ js-.a .r~v~r~nc.e and re~~cJ: 

· that one may find in high places., which once learnt, one does ill ever 
. ·· to forget. This is, mercifully, a c~eed without dogma, and I am grateful 

to this Club, whose members ·continue to enshrine that creed, for 
giving me this chance of recalling_ to my mind an occasion when one 
learnt a little Qf the · meaning of that creed, whose vaiu·e, perhaps,. we 
realise all the more clearly in ' bad s.easons ' such as these. · 
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. . 
HE history of early attempts to climb J ebel Kassala is meagre. It 
is commonly related that· a native opc.e made an· attempt to• 
reach the top and obtain a leaf of the Tree of Life. Having; 

failed to get up the last section of the peak, he is said to have 
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